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EXPLORING IN THE MCDONNELL RANGES 

1870-1872.

Major General Gf,7. Symes,

1. Although this article deals primarily with

the period 187C-I972, it is necessary to refer to the 

Introductory, discovery of the MacDonneli Ranges, and to the

Overland Telegraph Line, the construction of which 

led to further exploration.
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In the ''forties and ’fifties of the last 

century, the supposed horseshoe of water stretching 

from Lake Torrens to Lake Prone proved a formidable 

barrier to expansion in the north of South Australia. 

The gradual advance up to this barrier was mainly 

by pastoralists, but it was actually a Government 

sponsored expedition led by Babbage which outflanked 

the barrier to the wesc and unwittingly discovered
} -j V

a gap north of ake Torrens in 1888, v1'

Then it was the private enterprise of the 

Chambers Brothers and Viiliam E.i.nke which toox 

advantage of this penetration and sent John McDouall. 

Stuart on his various expeditions culminating in the 

crossing and re-crossing of the Continent in 1362.

Initial In April 1860, Stuart on his fourth

Exploration. expedition discovered and named the McDonnell 

Ranges, bur that was all.,

A perusal of Stuart's diary from 9th to 

16th April 1860 will give some idea of the difficulties 

he encountered in crossing near Brinkley s Bluff 

(to which I shall refer later in another connection), 1

(1) Proceedings R.G.S. of Australasia (S.A, Branch) 

Volume 53 (1956-57) "Exploration and Development 

of Northern Part of £,A. 1850-69",
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but he never tried anywhere else. All his six 

crossings were made in this locality, the last 

being at the beginning of November 1862, on his 

return from his last trip and successful 

crossing of the continent.

So by then the trail to the north coast 

had been blazed. Due entirely to Stuart's 

explorations and surveys settlers from the south 

had reached Mount Margaret, 636 miles from
( O )

Adelaide, ' but the MacDonnell Ranges were still 

to prove another formidable barrier to progress 

despite the fact that they had been crossed.

2. Another eight years were to elapse before

white men sighted the Ranges again - in circumstances 

to be related - and during that time some

Further exploration in and north of the Lame Eyre region

(3)
Exploration, had been carried out by Jarvis in 1662,

Y/arburton in 1866-66, and John Ross in 1869-70.

Ross established a temporary run for sheep for 

Thorunc Elder at Manrmria on the Lower Macumba, and 

during this period he maao a hurried trip up the 

titevenson and Finke to the region of Mount Humphries^ 

but the next great step forward was the erection of 

the Overland Telegraph Line from Port Augusta to 

Port Darwin.

(2) This, with its outstation, The Peake, was leased

by Philip Levi. Jarvis, his manager till 1867, v;as 

afterwards employed on the Overland Telegraph 

construction and was with McMinn in February - 

March 1871.

(3) Report on Section A, O.T. Line to Charles Todd by 

R.R. Knuckey. 2/12/72 (S.a. Archives 160/66).

I am still of the opinion that the Finite River 

is the salt river seen by Mr. Jarvis on his trip 

to the north of Lake Eyre in 1862."

(6) S.A. Register 31st July 1928. "Early Reminiscences" 

Alex. Ross.
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The Overland 

Telegraph 

Line.

Charles

Todd.

3.

Time permits only a brief summary of the 

O.T. operations, hut brief though it may be, some 

description is essential to the narrative because 

detailed examination of the MacDonnell Ranges was 

to loom large in the southern operations.

Leaving aside the story of the inception, 

one remarkable figure emerges from our history of 

the time, and it was Charles Todd. Postmaster General 

and Superintendent of Telegraphs, architect of the 

O.T. Line, and one of the founders of our Society, it 

was to him that the next sighting of the Ranges 

was due.

For nearly a decade Todd had thought about 

and worked for the construction of the O.T. Line for 

South Australia. He had studied all its angles, he
( r\

had read and re-read Stuart's diaries,' and he had 

consulted Laterhouse, the second in command to Stuart 

on the latter's last expedition. There is no record 

of consultation with, or offers of employment to, 

others who had accompanied Stuart, men such as Kekwick 

and Aula, bushmen and travellers of experience vastly 

superior to that of Waterhouse. Be that as it may, 

Todd had marshalled his ideas and formulated his plans, 

but it was not until June 1870 that Parliamentary 

sanction was given and the agreement with the British- 

Australian Telegraph Company was ratified. And not 

till then could he make a definite move and set in 

motion the vast organisation which had to complete the 

whole task of erecting nearly 2000 miles of line, in 

virtually unknown country in eighteen months/ '

(5) Lecture given by Todd 28th July, 1873 (S.A. 

Archives A194-).

(6) llbid.
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Todd vas a man of exceptional drive and 

ability, with an equally exceptional opinion of 

himself, which he justified - unlike so many of lesser 

degree - by his achievements. Even the clarity and 

comprehensiveness of his orders and instructions 

show his metal.'

k. Time was against Todd in every way, but

particularly as regards exploration. He knew that 

The O.T. a more detailed examination of Stuart's tracks was

Time Factor, necessary, and despite the lack of time he wanted 

to shorten the route in two major ways -

i. The elimination of the westerly bulge between 

the Alice Creek and liount Gwynne, a distance 

of about 250 miles in a straight line; and

ii. Cutting the corner between Port Darwin - The 

Roper River (where crossed by Stuart) - and 

Daly waters/^

The first one concerns this article only, 

and in effect it meant trying to establish the line 

on rough axis of the 131- meridian of longitude.

This axis cut through the HacDonnell's far 

to the east of Stuart's crossing place - which was 

not satisfactory - and this made it imperative to 

find a suitable way through the Ranges. Obviously 

to the east of Brinkley's Bluff because to go to the 

west would greatly lengthen the line, and the time 

of completion. Todd was in a quandary. He had to 

start everything at once, advanced exploration party, 

surveying teams with their drays and paraphernalia, 

cutters of timber for poles, suppliers of poles.

(7) Instructions to Y7m; McMinn para 12, dated 

Adelaide 30/9/70.
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carriers of poles, erectors of poles, wirers of 

poles, supply teams, horses, cattle, sheep and the 

thousand and one other things necessary for such a 

mixed army.

3. Of course his advanced exploration party

should have started off at least three months ahead 

Ross' of the surveyors, so as to give it time to check the

Advanced route, find short cuts and deviations, find timber for

Exploration, poles, crossing places and passes, routes for drays, 

and report back in time for considered decisions to 

be made, ' But time was not to be bought and all he 

could do was to send off a "flying expedition" (The 

words were his ov/n) which was led by John Ross, who 

had been recommended to him by Thomas Elder. '

The expedition left Adelaide early in July 

1870 with, in brief, instructions to find a suitable 

route as far north as the MacDonnell Ranges and to 

report back to Mount Margaret by the middle of 

October/10 ^

Ross was accompanied by Harvey, a surveyor, 

Alfred Giles, Thomas Crisp and william Ilearne, Harvey 

was nominated to take over Section E later, and was with 

Goyder in the Northern Territory in 1868-69; Giles had 

long experience in the outback; Crispe had been in the 

Territory with McKinley; and Hearne had previously 

served with Ross.

(8) Instructions to John Ross, dated 7th July 1870.

(3.A. Archives 140). (Also see Wood's diary 17th 

December 1870 (3.A. archives 140) ).

(9) Ross under obligation to Elder. He was in Elder's 

employ as manager of Umberatana Station, and in 

Adelaide until July 4th (Diary 4th July 1870), On 

28th July at Beltana when assembling his 0„T. 

exploration party, he was "transferring account books 

to Mr. Waite". He corresponded later with uaite and 

with Trueur, who was also in Elder's employ. Waite 

was associated with Elder in various pastoral 

properties and later in 1883 became Chairman of 

Elder, Smith and Co.

(10) For details see Todd's instruction - refer 

Note 8.
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6.

Ross'

First Trip,

Simpson's 

Desert and 

The Fergus son 

Ranges.

7.

Todd's 

Instructions 

for Ross' 

Second Trip.

Leaving Mount Margaret on lkth August, Ross 

ma.de his way to the Macumba which had been his grazing 

territory the year before.. Passing Mounts Alexander 

and John, he struck north across the Finke a few miles 

east of Charlotte V.aters for the Strangways Ranges. He 

went sixty miles into desert country (later Simpson 

Desert) before abandoning that line of approach. 

Returning south west he cut the Finke near its junction 

with the Goyder and again struck north into desert. He 

covered well over 100 miles before he had to return as 

time was running short. Before doing so he discovered 

the Todd River, the Phillipson and Giles Creeks, and 

the Fergusson Ranges.

He took a somewhat circuitous route in trying 

to get through the Fergusson’s and then returned by way 

of the Hugh (which he cut near Y.'hinam's Springs), and 

the Finite, reaching The Peake on 19th October. In 

addition to the discoveries referred to above, he was 

the first to strike the Simpson Desert from the southern 

and western sides.

Todd arrived on the scene towards the end of 

October and learnt from Ross that he had found neither 

a way to the east, nor a way between the MacDonnell 

and Strangways Ranges.

As a result of discussions, Ross again set off 

on 16th November with instructions to try again from 

the Alice Creek to "see whether a practicable route 

can be obtained on a general north course (i.e. from 

the Alice Creek) between the Strangways and Fergusson 

ranges ... no effort should be spared to find a good

(11) Todd General Report to Treasurer 22/3/71 

(S.A. Archives).
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route on this course.,»n, go as far north as Mount 

Gwynne, and "if not sufficiently encouraging to 

return along Stuart's route carefully examining the 

country on either side", "On meeting the construction 

parties, Mr, Harvey is to make a map of the country 

explored and a Council consisting of yourself, and 

Messrs, hoods, Beckwith and Harvey to select a route 

for the Line, Should there be any difference of 

opinion between yourself and Mr. Harvey, Mr. Woods 

is to have the casting vote."v ' Todd's instruction 

could possibly bo criticised as giving too muen soupo.

It should here be noted that to save time,

instructions were also issued to Ross regarding his

future course of action. Also, that at this time Todd

wrote to W.W. Mills, second in command of Section C

"c,. As Hr. Beckwith is thus unfortunately unable to

retain command of his party I have arranged for Mr.

iicMinn to take charge of two parties - his own and Hr.

Beckwith's, with you as second in command of the latter.

You will therfore consider yourself under Mr. Mcliinn*s

orders and carry out the worn on Section C as he may

direct. Mr. Mcliinn will have the management of the

party until the southern half of the section is

completed Mills although not in command,

(13)
actually administered Section CM

8. Ross accordingly returned to the Hugh and then

pushed north east to the Phillipson Creem and followed 

it to the Fergussuu Range. Cutting the line of his 

previous wanderings he went north to Mount Gwynne.

(12) Instruction to Ross, dated 15th November 1870 

(S,A. Archives 1LO/23K

(13) Letters Todd, to Woods, Mcliinn and Mills, 25th 

November, 1870 (S.A. Archives LVO/23).
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Ross'

Second

Trip.

Returning by way of Reynolds Range he kept west of

Stuart's tracks to fount Hay, crossed the MacDonnell1s

near Brinkley's Bluff and reached the Hugh on 26th

January 1871, where he met Woods and his party at Depot

Junction. a.T. Woods, in charge of Section D, had also

been appointed Chief Officer of Sections A to E by 

(13)
Todd. It was on this trip that Ross climbed

Central fount Stuart and retrieved the bottle in which 

Stuart's message had been placed eleven years before.

It was later presented to Todd.

9. Ross and his party*were completely played out.

as in the first trip they had suffered severe hardships 

and privations, on account of the heat, the lack of 

water and supplies, and the nature of the country, 

aggravated by the attempted speed of travel. It was some 

time before they and their horses were fit again and 

adequately equipeed to carry out the next phase of their 

instructions, i.e. to go north to the Roper River, and 

much was to happen before then.

10.

Ross'

Views.

Opinions

re

Routes 

Through the 

Ranges.

In his diary after crossing the Fergusson's

Ross had expressed the view that the best line would

be Alice Creek - Phillipson's Creek - Todd River -

Giles' Creek, (i.e. round the east of the Fergusson^

as "the mountains at the head of the Todd and the

Fcrgussons are impassable for teams of any bind. It

gives us enough to do to get our pack horses over the

ranges, and StuarL speaks of the ranges at the head

of the Hugh as being equally impassable" . Rater

when crossing the MacDonncll's near Brinkley's Bluff he

wrote "it is not possible to bring the line through

(15)
this mass of precipitous mountains".

(13) Letters Todd, to Woods, HcTIinn and Mills, 25th 

November, 1870 (S.A. Archives 1L0/23),

(1L) Diary 23rd December 1870.

(15) Ibid 17th January 1873.
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In the initial discussions with Woods and

Harvey, before the map was prepared, Ross repeated

the views expressed above, and as a result Woods and

Mcminn consulted and decided to explore the road for

themselves; Wooes commented "as ve have had to do
(iG)

hitherto". ' it must be remembered that Ross was 

in a depressed mood aggravated by his privations, 

because he had failed to find a satisfactory route.

It is probable that after a rest the mood passed, 

but certainly a little later Ross had a change of 

opinion,and said he considered that there was a 

gap between the MacDonnell and Fergusson Ranges, but 

Harvey said that there was no certainty although they 

observed that the MacDonnell*s declined to the eastwards. 

It was at any rate not proven. However, Woods was 

under the impression that Ross expressed an opinion 

that the line and the road should pass through this 

opening, and rightly thought that the instructions 

of the Superintendent (Todd) were such that this 

opinion should be tested.

Woods later advised Toddvxo'that on receipt 

of Harvey’s map, Ross, Harvey and himself vent through 

it and Ross also recommended trying north of the 

MacDonnell1 s by way of the Strangways Range and thence 

across to the eastwards end of the Reynolds Range, as 

neither by the Waite nor by lit. Hay were the routes 

suitable. Ross mentioned his reasons but they were 

not recorded.

(16) Wood’s Diary 26th January 18/1.

(17) Ibid 1st February 1871.

(Surprising from Woods point of view).

(18) Letter to Todd dated 13th February 1871. 

(S.a, archives).
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11. Woods was at odds with Ross mainly because 

be considered that the explorations had no positive 

value to the route of the line and that Ross should 

have devoted his time to the major task of finding 

a suitable route through the range instead of 

adhering to the letter of his instructions. And of 

course, he had no control over Ross who was responsible 

direct to Todd, other than the casting vote already 

referred to. In putting his point of view about Ross, 

Woods wrote ”we have but one object, to put up iron 

120 to 150 miles of telegraph line in the straightest 

possible direction towards Newcastle Waters in the 

shortest possible time and wring our parties safe back. 

It embraces a good deal but it is never lost sight of. 

sir. Ross does not appear to keep the object in view."' y

Throughout Todd's instructions runs the necessity

for finding a route through the ranges; he was apparently

convinced that a suitable gap existed somewhere between

the LacDonnell and Fergusson Rangeshe had certainly

(21)
left no doubt about it in the mind of woods; and he

also certainly thought that Ross was eo;ually clear 
(22)

the matter.' It is thus all the more difficult

about

to

understand why in his second trip, Ross did not try for 

a suitable route across the Fergussons at some point 

other than where he had previously failed, and 

preferably to the west of where he ultimately went 

through, again oi, his return journey, he was content 

to cross in the Brinkley's Bluff area instead of 

further east. Setting this against his later opinion 

that there was a gap, it seems more incomprehensible 

that he did not do so, and it shows that he had not 

really comprehended the main object of Todd's 

instructions, and that his change of opinion was 

merely an after-thought.

(19) Diary 30th January 1871.

(20) "T feel persuaded a practicable passage will be found 

a little to the east of the LacDonnell Ranges.”

(General Report 22/3/71).

(21) Letter to Todd 13/2/71.

(22) ”He (i.e. Ross) would know from my written instructions 

as well as from freguent conversations with me that I 

attached much importance to a practicable route being 

found between the IlacDonnell and Fergusson Ranges.” 

(General Report to Treasurer dated 22/3/71.)
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As already stated, Hoods' opinion of Ross was 

far from high and it is likely that at this time, he 

was disinclined to commit himself completely to a 

course of action advocated by Ross. Woods and MoHiim

(23)
had already decided to explore the road for themselves 

and McMinn therefore set about finding a suitable route. 

Mills was to go up the Hugh with excursions eastwards, 

whilst he was to go into the country further east.

They moved up to the nlice Creek on 6th February where 

they left their drays and then separated. Mills took 

three men with him, Masters and Allen being two of 

thorn. Mcminn took Jarvis, Roberts and three others.

12. Mcliiiai kept a diary which is in detail for

February and March 1671. * He separated from Mills on

9th February and went up the Alice Creek into desolate 

country which was found unsuitable for line purposes. 

Returning westwards to the Hugh he then struck 

northwards and reached the eastern end of the Waterhouse 

Range on 13th February. He found and named Orange Creek.

From there he sighted the MacHonnell's and 

going north he camped on 17th February at the foot of 

the range a little south of what is now known as Temple 

Bar. The next morning ho moved to the Bar and finding 

the going very boggy, left his horses there. He and 

Roberts went forward to the north west on foot and 

sighted another gorge (i.e. Simson's Cap), then 

going back to the horses and aping there. Because 

of heavy rain he stayed put for the next three days.

On 21st February he climbed a hill on the west side of 

Temple Bar and noted that the gorge sighted on the loth 

had a conspicuous isolated hill with a small knob on 

the southern end.

(23) Sec paragraph 10. 

(2A) S.A. Archives.»
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13. On 22nd February he started for the gorge.and

in bad and boggy going covered 6 miles in 4s hours. He 

camped short of the gorge and walked on to it with 

Description another companion. "The gorge is one of the finest

Simson's pieces of scenery I have met with for a long time, the

Gap. creek flows through it occupying the whole bed. It is

about i mile long, about a chain wide at the entrance 

narrowing to about 12 feet at the north end. The 

cliffs on either side are from 5 to 600 feet in height 

composed of a very hard stone somewhat resembling 

marble. I believe there is permanent water here, there 

being tea tree and bull rushes in abundance, also the 

large flag that only grows on permanent water, in the 

centre of the creek. It was so late when I arrived

here that I had not time to get through and examine

the other side. This was chiefly owing to a deep hole of 

water at the north end about It chains long, that I 

do not think could he passed without swimming."

On 23rd February he walked over to the east 

end of the hill on the east side of the gorge, but 

found the last part of the summit too precipitous to 

climb. "... from where I am the hills appear 

fragmentary to the east, in which direction I can sea a

long way, I should think for 30 miles. The south side

of range that we have come through seems to be 

continuous, but all Forth of that is very much broken 

up. If these are the MacDonnell Ranges I can see no 

difficulty in getting about in an easterly direction, 

from here I can see the point of range at Orange Creek.."

14. On 24th February he moved westwards from his

camp and struck a jumble of low hills. I do not 

think I have got more than 10 miles in a straigiit line.
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..ent through another gorge from the north side and 

the Crescent camped on the south side. The hiHs here form a. 

ind return, crescent and I have named them accordingly. They 

are very high and precipitous".

He spent the next day observing the country 

from The Crescent and then going north for tv/o hours 

reached the north side of the hills and viewed the 

country to the north, "one vast land black with scrub". 

He returned to camp at darn.

On 26th February he moved 3 allies west over 

very rough country then south and finally west. The 

next fay after going a short distance he "cut fresh 

horse tracns and in a few minutes saw hills" party. 

Stopped for a short time and then continued on the 

same course". Turning south he emerged from the hills 

on 28th February and readied Alice Creek on 4th ’."'.arch.

15. The gorge sighted by hc'i/ann on 18th was

Simson's Gup. He made his sketches starting at the 

opposite end of the book from che diary recording, and

he

ketches. 

Appendix

).

on page 192 is a sketch showing the line of his route 

from the Hugh to the east end of the Waterhouse Range, 

showing Orange Creek. On page 190 is another sketch 

in which is shown and named Simson's Gap, with the 

Crescent further to the west, and the track of his

route on 24th marked by a dotted line. There is a

strong presumption that the sketches \.rere done at the

time and from the writing the names appear to have 

been inserted then. But also on the latter sketch is 

drawn a line which might be considered that taken by 

the telegraph. If such is the case, either the line was 

inserted or the whole sketch made between November 

18/1 and July 1872 when HoMinn was in the area, although 

there would seem to be no point in making the sketch

(25) See paragraph 22.
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fcMinn' s 

)iscovery.

11,.

To return to Mills' party. He apparently

left no diary record but he did compile a general

report on Section 0 dated Adelaide, December 12th,
(26)

1672* ' In it he stated "... we searched for a pass

thr...ugh the MacDonneii Range, for which purpose we 

started with light parties cn February 8th, 1871 and 

arrived in the Range on the 16th having been delayed

by making detours to the eastwards . .  the heavy

rains we encountered greatly retarded our movements, 

once for five successive days we were unable to move, 

causing rations to run out before we had accomplished 

our main object, and forced us to return to the 

drays, which we met on March 4th ...".

On his own statement Mills arrived in the Range 

on 18th February the day that McMinn sighted the Gap, 

and the "five successive days we were unable to move" 

can reasonably be assumed as 19th to 2fth when McMinn 

also encountered rain and was held up definitely for 

three of them.

It is not clear from Mcminn's diary of 26th 

February in which direction Mills and his party was 

travelling when he struck their tracks, but it is 

probable that they were travelling westwards after one 

of their easterly excursions; that McMinn overtook them; 

and that they returned together. Giles' diary indicates 

this/^ and following this line of thought Mills may 

have seen Simpson's Gap about 24-th February when 

McMinn was there.

But it was evident that McMinn saw it on 

loth and visited it on 22nd and thus must be 

credited with its discovery.

(2b) S.A. Archives 14-0.

(27) Diary 2nd March 1871 (S.A. Archives).
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Naming.

McMinn's

Report.
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17. In McMinn's diary ’Orange Oreek’ and the 

‘Crescent’ ore both marked on the sketches and 

referred to in the diary. ‘-Simson’s Gap’ although 

marked on the sketch is not mentioned in the 

diary itself. This introduces an element of doubt 

although it must be remembered that Mills never 

claimed to have named the Gap. Although on 

balance the weight of available evidence points to 

McKinn as the one responsible also for the naming, 

it would be wiser to await further corroboration 

before deciding whether he or Mills was responsible

No trace can yet be found of a Simson, and 

there appears to be no one of that name in the 

surveying parties. There is also no information as 

to why the spelling was changed from Simson to 

Simpson, mills refers to it as Simson’s Gap in his 

report, but certainly in Secti n IV of the map of 

the line, dated 4th May 1874- and signed by Todd, 

the change had already occurred.

18. Between them Mcminn and Mills had covered

an area of the KacDonnells from Jay’s Creem to

approximately 20 miles east. Mills' report was

obviously negative, but that of Mcminn was a

different matter. He had found a suitable route as

far as Simpson's Gap and had recorded in his diary

nI can see no difficulty in getting about in an

(29)
easterly direction."v“ In the camps within forty 

eight hours of his return this was common knowledge 

Giles on 6th March records "Mr. McMinn reported 

having found a road through on the eastern side 

although it will require a little work before drays 

can pass safely through."

(28) Stuart had shown the unsuitability of the 

Brinnieys Bluff area, and Ross on the 

return journey of his second trip that of 

the Jay’s Creek route.

(29) See para 13.
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This was sufficient to confirm the belief of 

Todd and the opinions of Woods and Ross. That speed 

was urgent is shown by Woods in his diary and 

particularly in his letter of 13th February, and 

indicated by Giles in his description of the camps at 

Depot Junction on 2nd February. All that now remained 

was speedily to follow the tracks of McMinn to the 

Simpson*s Gap area, go eastwards and through to the 

Strangvays Range. This latter to confirm the opinion of 

Ross regarding the route north of the MacDonnell's.

As Section C was the territory in which Mills

was to operate he was clearly the man to go, and three

days after his return McMinn sent him off again with one

man and a blackboy. His drays were to follow up the

Hugh to a rendezvous on the north side of the Waterhouse

Range. In his own words ,!on the 11th I again arrived in

the MacDonnell Ranges and was successful in finding a

pass about 30 miles east of Stuart's track with

numerous waterholes and springs the principal of which

(31)
is the Alice Spring. 'which I had the honor of naming 

after Mrs. ±odd. Before returning to the drays I 

pushed across the mulga plains 'in the north side of the 

MacDonnell Ranges' tc the Strangways Ranges, the plains 

I have named the Everard Plains

(30) The National Mapping Department, Canberra, placed 

the direct distance from Brinkley's Bluff to the 

western bank of the Todd at Alice Springs as

29/ statute miles - Director 30/1/5b.

(31) Earlier referencesare also in a paragraph in 

the S.A. Register of 15th June 18/1. p. 6,

Col. 5, "... Mr, Mills writes from the Alice 

Springs under date May 9th and says that there ' 

has been a great deal of rain in the Ranges in 

February last and heavy floods down the creek.

... On the Tood, south of a fine spring named 

The Alice after Mrs. Todd ..." and in the S.A. 

Chronicle of 17th June 1871, p. 11. Col. g. 

referring to the heavy rains .. Mr. Mills,

Officer in Charge writes from the Alice Springs 

in the MacDonnell Ranges May 9th
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On the return journey from the Strangways Range 

in the vicinity of the Alice Spring, he met Rose and 

his party going northwards, hound for the Roper River. 

This was on 18th Ranch, and he rejoined his drays on 

the Hugh just north of the Waterhouse Range on 19th, 

and commenced work on Section C on 22nd March.

19. In the meantime Ross had completed his

refitting and obtained his supplies. One of the

s' results of the discussions and disputations was the

rd loss of his surveyor Harvey. Todd was aware of

p. incipient trouble after the first trip, hence his

giving Roods the casting vote between Ross and
(32)

Harvey in his (Todd's) second instruction. The

trouble came to a head and both men refused to work

with one another. Ross was left without a surveyor,

a serious blow. His attempts to get another are

(33)
recorded by Giles, but they were not successful, 

and consequently we have a less accurate record of his 

third trip because his navigational aids were a 

prismatic compass, a protractor, a tracing of Stuart's 

map, and a carpenters lead pencil. Crispe had also 

departed, and Robert Abrahams - who had worked for Ross 

in 1869-70 - and William Gregory were taken on.

Ross knew that the task of finding a way 

through the Ranges had been taken out of his hands 

by Woods; that McMinn had found a route; and that Mills 

had been despatcheu to complete the final stages. His 

main preoccupation was now to get to the Roper River 

as quickly as possible. The relevant portion of Todd's 

instructions were that ho was to complete his second

(32) See note 12.

(33) Diary February 1871.
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trip by the end of January 1871 and after refitting 

was to go on the Roper River where William McMinn 

would be waiting from the middle of April till the 

first week in May, He was..already a month late in 

starting.

He left Depot Junction on 7th March and 

after some delays in getting from Harvey the tracing 

of Stuart's route from Mount Mann northwards, reached 

the vicinity of Temple Bar on 17th March following 

generally McMinn's path and having twice passed his 

camping sites. From thence his exact path through 

the ranges is difficult to follow from the description 

in Giles' Diary - the only written record. There was 

no Harvey to plot his course accurately. When Ross 

returned to Adelaide in October 1871 he must have 

reported to Todd, as, on the data provided by him a 

map was produced on 7th December 1871, signed by 

Goyder, the Surveyor General, and entitled "Rough 

Sketch of Route Travelled by Mr. Ross under direction 

of (Jhas. Todd, P.M.G. & Superintendent Telegraph".

The map shows that after leaving the Temple Bar Gap 

he made a rough course to the north east, which would 

have taken him some distance west of the Alice Spring. 

According to Giles, and prior to camping on the 17th, 

he met a tea tree creek which was followed downwards 

for three miles on a course of 80°, The distance 

traversed for the day was 15 miles. Comparing Giles' 

diary and the map of December 1871, it is apparent 

that the Todd River as known today was not met (if 

at all) by Ross until the 18th.

(3A) Todd's Diary 5th November 1870 (S.A. Archives 119).
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The next clay he traversed rough country on

a course of 165° for a short distance, striking a gum

creex v/ith running water but no timber, and crossing

it at intervals. It seems impossible to say if either
(35)

of these creeks were the Colyer of Vdnneke's plan.

The country was of rubble, broken quartz and granite 

hills and it was not possible to keep a straight 

course, (files' statement is confirmed by Ross’ map. 

kt the sixth mile of the day's journey Mills, on his 

way back from, the Strangway's Range, was encountered.

"A few minutes chat and each party was on its way".

The distance travelled on this day was eleven miles and 

Ross camped at the head of the creek they had been 

following. Giles' diary makes no mention of any 

springs or even a large waterhole in the Todd or in 

creeks passed during these two days.

20. Inherent in any account of exploration of the

or MacDonnell Ranges during this period is the problem ~

s? Who discovered Alice Springs? Prom this narrative it

is clear that both Mills and Ross passed through the 

Gap in that order, Mills six days ahead of Ross.

No claim, either by Ross or his "diarist" 

Giles exists/^ Indeed the map already referred to, 

and compiled on information which could only have 

come from Ross, definitely shows that he could not 

have been the discoverer. It has been emphasised 

throughout this narrative that time and therefore 

speed, was the ruling factor, and Woods and his 

Section Leaders were well aware of it.

(35) S.A. Parliamentary Paper 19/1696,

(36) In "Exploring in the Seventies", Giles on P.70 

records the meeting between Ross and Mills ,

"This meeting was within a mile or so of what

is now Alice Springs", This remark does not appear 

in his diary of 18th March 1871, and therefore 

cannot be regarded as conclusive, but it at 

least shows that in Giles recollection, no claim 

was made.
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Mills in fact from the Alice Creek, had found the pass, 

gone on to the Strangways Range, returned to the north 

side of the Waterhouse Range - a distance of roughly 

300 miles - and commenced Section C's operations, all 

in fifteen days which was no moan feat. It is obvious 

that he had wasted no time, and it follows he would not 

waste more valuable time trying to get back by another way.

So Mills in stating that he "was successful in 

finding a pass .. with numerous waterholes and springs, 

the principal of which I had the honor of naming the 

Alice Spring", claimed in effect both the discovery and 

naming♦

21. Although no one else has made a claim, or no

reliable documentary evidence has been produced to disprove 

Mills* claim, he has been attacked mainly on the ground 

that he quoted from another's writings in compiling his 

report - and insinuating that he "purloined another's 

discoveries in his desire for exploratory laurels.

cks Mills and McMinn, 7/ere surveyors and not

ills* explorers. Their job was, on an indicated possible route,

cter. to determine the actual and exact line of the telegraph

by close examination and accurate survey. The route through 

the ranges had not been indicated, and they were detailed 

to find it. Their sole object therefore was to do just 

this, return and get on with their own proper work. An 

elementary knowledge of the work involved together with 

a perusal of the diaries of both Woods and McMinn will 

show the difficulties and the detail. An additional 

urge, if one were required, was the bonus.

Early in the operations the paucity of names 

for features on the route was noticed, woods wrote "In 

order to avoid endless confusion in referring to places 

that have no names, I will for the present give names to 
creeks, even if such should not be permanently adopted.^^

(37) Woods Diary 18th November 1870 (S.A. Archives 

HO).
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His subordinates obviously followed suit. Milj.s and 

his party spent the months between March and November 

1671 in the area of and round about the MacDonrell 

ranges. Indeed they can be designated the first white 

residents and must have acquired an excellent Knowledge 

of the area. Others passed through, either on their way 

north or returning south, men such as Woods, Harvey and 

Knuckey, but none of them stayed. It is natural that 

names were bestowed either by Mills or members of his 

party because nomenclature lime charity, begins at 

home. For example, that of a.G. Burt, his second in 

command is commemorated in Burt Creel:; Forster in 

Forster's Creek and Mount Forster; Prowse in Prowse's 

Gap; Allen in Allen's Waterhole; Milton in Mount 

Milton; Anthoney in Anthony's Well; and possibly Fred's 

hell and Harry Creek, Then Keavitree (or Hevi Tree) 

from his school in Devon, and Laira (now spelt Laura) 

from a river in Devon. JUJ Others, less obvious are 

referred to in his report to Todd.

In that report which was not a diary and

was not in chronological order, he uses quotation

marks six times, and superficially this gives an

impression that he was quoting from some other source.

But a closer examination seemed to belie this and so

expert opinion was sought. The verdict was that "in

every instance it is quite clear that the statement

enclosed in inverted commas is a parenthesis and that

seems to have been his reason for inserting these

marks. Only the reference to " Harm's Range" on 

(39)
page 6 ' might possibly be intended as a quotation,

though he urops the marks when he uses the name a

lew lines later and altogether it seems that this also

(39)
is merely a parenthesis.’1'

(38) The Everard Plains, marred as the Everard Scrub

on the map of 4th iiay 18/4 were traversed by Stuart 

on his fourth and fifth trips 1860-81 but not named.

(39) Letters from Professor C,,T. Horne M.A. Jury 

Professor of English Language and Literature, The 

University of Adelaide ,8th July and 4th August 

I960. Also stated "It would seem that he was 

rather casual with his punctuation ... In this 

his usage is similar to that found in many 

nineteenth century journals and private papers..".

AppendixE gives long extracts and is worth perusal.
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Mills was chosen for employment because of his 

previous experience unoer G-oyder in the Northern 

Territory, Although under the orders of McMinn he must 

have satisfied his superiors as he was in virtual 

command of. his party during the actual work on SectionC. 

McMinn only visited him once during the eight months 

preceding the arranged take over at Alice Springs.

Twelve years later he was employed on telegraph 

construction on the west coast of West Australia. In 

connection with this work he took a party with camels 

and equipment from The Peake to West Australia,a 

feat only previously accomplished by few such as 

Forrest, Ernest Giles and Warburton.

So much for Mills as a surveyor, explorer and 

writer, and for the attempt to blacken his character.

It only remains to relterato thel no one else had 

claimed the discovery and naming of the Alice Spring, 

all the circumstances and the corroborative evidence 

point to •11s, and therefore he must receive the 

credit for the discovery as well as the naming.

22. McMinn finished Section B on 15th November and

linn immediately set off to take over the southern portion

t arriving at Alice Springs on the 18th November,

ce Springs. Until 25th he was busy taking over from Mills who then 

left for the north with a portion of his party. Apart 

from finishing this portion which was mostly wiring, 

McMinn*s tales was the building of the telegraph 

station at Alice Springs.

(AO) S.A. Register Supplement 9th lay 1883.
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Most of Decemoer, for instance, was occupied 

in carting limestone and cutting stone for the 

buildings. On 8th January 1672 he records '‘engaged 

every day building. It goes slowly owing to the 

absence of stilled masons”. On the eve of leaving 

Alice Springs for the south, Mcl.lnn on 23th July 

wrote a letter to Todd^^ sending plans for the 

cart shed and smithy at the station.

It will oe seen that as early as May 1871

whilst Mills was there, the name became Alice 

Springs, and Mcd.i.uj calls it so in his diary of 

20th November.

Mcminn also car.ied out some local

exploration, particularly in June-July 1872, when

he examined the country to the east and South East

of Alice Springs, and partly in the area of the

Fergusson's explored by Ross on his first and 

(1 6)
second trips/

I.IcMinn camped for the first two nights at 

Temple Bar and on the Jay, after leaving Alice 

Springs on 29th July, 1872. The next day he had 

his last look at the MacDonnell Ranges and with 

it ends this phase of their exploration.

(41) S.A. Archives 140/41.

(42) See note 31.

(43) Diaig June-July 1872.



APPENDIX A.

TODD'S FIRST INSTRUCTION TO J. ROSS.

"0.T/17/70. Electric Telegraph Department,

Office of Superintendent, 

ADELAIDE. 7th July 1870.

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the Govt, 

"have appointed you as leader of an expedition to he 

"fitted out for making an exploration of the country to 

"the north of Mount Margaret at a salary of l450 a year

"to commence from the 4th instant.

<<

I have therefore to direct you to proceed to 

"Beltana by the Northern Mail leaving Adelaide on Friday 

'hext. At Beltana you will select ten (10) good saddle 

"horses and 12 pack horses and procure the necessary 

"rations (excepting meat to be obtained at Mount Margaret) 

"for a party consisting of yourself as leader, a Surveyor 

"as Second in command and three men. The selection of 

"the three men v/ill be left to yourself, their pay not 

"to exceed 21/- per week. The Surveyor to be selected 

"by the Govt, will join you at Beltana. The necessary 

"horse equipment together with arms and ammunition as 

"per annexed statement were shipped for Port Augusta on 

"Saturday last and will arrive at Beltana in about ten 

"days.

«

The object of this exploration is to determine 

"the best route for the line of Electric Telegraph with 

"which view you will direct your special attention to 

"the following -

1st. Timber for poles, rough green saplings 20 feet 

"long, 10 inches in diameter at the butt and 5 or 6 

"at the top - or sawn poles. 20 or more poles will be 

"required to the mile,

2nd. Permanent or other waters,

3rd. The facilities by the general character of the 

"country for cartage of the necessary materials, also 

"the nature of the ground for sinking holes to the 

"depth of 4 feet for the poles.
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Care must be taxen to select a route not liable 

"to innundations when the line would be subject to injury 

"or be difficult to inspect. Favourable places for 

"crossing creeks or watercourses should be noted also as 

"well as suitable sites for atations or depots at distances 

"of about 150 to 200 miles.

The Surveyor accompanying you as second in command 

"will lay cown on a map the route followed in the course 

"of the exploration indicating the localities of suitable 

"timber and permanent raters. A detailed report is also 

"to be furnished to me on the return of the expedition.

As it is probable that the advanced construction 

"parties will arrive at Mount Margaret by the end of 

"September or middle of October you are not to extend 

"this exploration further than will permit of your 

"returning to Mount Margaret by the latter date so as to 

"avoid delays in deciding the route to be followed by 

"the telegraph.

Bearing in mind that the general route of the 

'line must be such as to cut Stuart's track north of the 

"centre making towards the Newcastle Yiaters or the Roper 

"at the 131° of east longitude, it is undesirable for 

"you to go to the east of the 136° meridian unless the 

"nature of she country should compel you to do so.

Before leaving Beltana you are to provide me 

"with a copy of the brands of horses purchased, and a list, 

"of all the stores arms, and rations in your charge at starting.

In carrying out the duties entrusted to you, you 

"will use all the despatch compatible with the attainment 

"of the objects of the expedition and the safety of the 

"party under your charge.

Your services will probably be retained for 

"further explorations in the interior in connection 

"with the construction of tie line subject to 

"termination on one months octice.

I am etc.

Cnarles Todd. Supt,
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TODD'S SECOND INSTRUCTION TO J. ROBS.

The Peake,

November 13th 1870.

Sir,

In accordance with present arrangements you 

"will start today, with the same party as before, taking 

"rations for 10 weeks and proceed as nearly as possible, 

"along the route as far as the Alice Creek near its 

"junction with the Hugh. From the Alice Creek you are 

"to explore the co.uitry and see whether a practicable 

"route can be obtained on a general north course between 

"the Strangways and Ferguson Ranges, extending your 

"exploration as far as Mount Mann and Gwynne or to say 

"Lat. 21°3l' suuth, making such deviations as may be 

"necessary to enable you to obtain a good knowledge of 

"th© country.

The unfavourable nature of the country on 

"Stuart's route north of the %cDonnell Ranges as far 

"as it is now proposed that you should go, induces me 

"to advise that the line should be kept as near to the 

"Ferguson Range, where you report large quantities of 

"good timber, as the nature of the country will permit, 

"and you may find it better to follow the Hugh farther 

"up than the Alice Creek, say to your camp 36, where 

"you struck the Hugh on ycur way down from the 

"Ferguson range. No effort should be spared to find 

"a good route on this course, but should the result of 

"your outward exploration north of the Ferguson range be 

"not sufficiently encouraging, you are to return from 

"Mt. Gwynne or thereabouts, along Stuart's route 

"carefully examining the country on either side.

Mr. Woods and a small party will probably start 

"tomorrow in advance of the teams to select a good 

"travelling road, and I hope the construction parties 

"will reach the Hugh some distance along the Alice 

"Creek junction or say, your camp 36, in time to 

"meet you on your return. Should you see any reason 

"to alter your opinion as to the best route up to the
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"Hugh, or meet with any obstacles, you had better 

"leave a note in some conspicuous place where Mr.

"foods will be likely to camp on the way up. I would 

"specially direct your attention to that part of the 

"route where it crosses the flooded flats near the 

"junction of the Goyder, Finke and other creeks.

On your meeting the construction parties,

"Mr. Harvey is to make a map of the country explored,

■ and a council is to be held consisting of yourself, 

"and Messrs, hoods, Beckwith and Harvey, to select the 

"route for the line. Should there be any difference of 

"opinion between yourself and Mr. Harvey, Mr. Woods is 

"to have the casting vote. Reports of the exploration 

"by yourself and Mr, Harvey, and a map of the country 

"showing the route selected are to be furnished to me 

"by the first opportunity.

The only alternative I would suggest in the 

"mode of carrying out the exploration is that a more 

"extended examination should be made of the creeks for 

:'the purpose of discovering suitable timber and water. 

"It would also be well for you and Mr.Harvey, so far as 

"it can be done without losing too much time, to avail 

•■yourselves of the opportunity offered by high hills 

"on your route, of viewing the surrounding country. It 

"is anticipated you will meet the construction party at 

"the Hugh, near your late camp, about the end of 

"January. Having then fixed the route in accordance 

"with the foregoing instructions, and sufficiently 

"rested your horses, you are to start again for the 

"Roper taking 10 or 12 weeks provisions.

Mr. William McMinn will be at the Roper to 

"meet you from about the 20th April and remain if 

"necessary till the first week in May, at the point 

"marked on your map, viz. lat. 14-°50' S, long. 133°

"30’ E, where he will erect a pole or mast on some 

"hill or other conspicuous place on the south bank of 

"the river. To assist you finding the place 

"indicated, he has been directed (vide enclosed 

"printed instructions) to cut down timber for some
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"distance in several lines running south from the river, 

"marking on some trees the hearing and distance of the 

"camp. He will also light three fires making a good 

"smoke every day at noon precisely, the fires being 

"nearly equidistant, ranging nearly east and west - 

"the fires to he kept burning for two or three hours.

You are to give Mr. Medina all the information 

"you can as to the best route for the .li.no south of the 

"Roper to effect a junction with the north end of the 

"line and Section E, and on your way huen you will make 

"any further explorations you may think necessary, 

"remembering however, the desirability of Mr. Harvey 

"assuming the direction of his construction party on 

"SecLion E as early as possible.

Should you receive no further instruction for 

"your guidance on your return you are to do all you can 

"to further the completion of the work.

I have etc.

Charles Todd,

Supt. of Telegraphs.

"P,S. Should you not meet Mr. McMinn your better 

"course will be to go and endeavour to cut the line 

"of the telegraph from Pt. Darwin, which will probably 

"be within a short distance, and follow it until you 

"meet some of the construction parties,"
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INSTRUCTIONS FURNISHED TO MR. WH. McMINN, OVERSEER
*. .  . . /attt mr.rr./M/,r]tT nv\ '07' T?T?fPTn?n P,V

OP “.ORlvS OK THE LINE OF TELEGRAPH TO BE ERECTED M 

iEbbRS. DARKEST END DaLWGOD, FROM PORT DaRcIN,

EXTRACTS,

1. Mr. Mcminn will be held responsible for the 

proper carrying cut of the worn, in accordance with 

the spirit and intention of the specification, and 

in terns of the contract, of which copies in 

duplicate are herewith furnished. ...

10. On arriving at Port Darwin, Mr. McMinn will,

without delay, organise a party to make the necessary 

exploration of the country as far as the Strangways, 

near to its junction with the Roper. ....

12, As tiie landing place of the cable is not yet

fixed, Messrs. Darwent and Dalwood’s contract will 

commence at or near Southport. . .  From thence

Mr. McMinn will take the best route to the table-land 

and from there the most direct course to the

Strengv/ays, south of its .junction with the Roper. 

It is not necessary to tale the line to the 

junction - hut to cross the country, so as to cut 

the Strangways some distance from the junction, if 

the nature of the country permits, and a good site 

for a telegraph station can be obtained; ....

18. Mr. Ross will be directed to proceed northwards 

so as to arrive at the Roper at the end of March or 

beginning of April, at which date Mr. McMinn will 

arrange to meet him with provisions ....

19. Mr. Ross will give every information as to the 

nature of the country, and the direction to be 

followed to effect a junction with the line from 

Port Augusta. He will also assist Mr. McMinn in 

making any further explorations south of the Roper 

as may be necessary.......

(S.A. Archives 14.0/23) „
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OVERLAP lELECRnPH - PORT AUGUSTA TO PORT DARWIN. 

IRSTRlCTIOliS TO OVERSEERS IF CHARGE OB1 WORKS.

EXTRACTS. '

51. Overseer to Explore Section, and fix

Northern Boundary -

Having set bis party to wcric, the Overseer 

with the Sub-Overseer, and tv/o cr three men, with 

three veexs supply of rations, is to make a two 

day's exploration in advance of his working parties, 

when the Sub-Overseer, after receiving instructions 

for the further progress of the works, is to return 

to camp to take charge of the party, and the 

Overseer is then to explore the rest of his section, 

so as to fix the northern end in conjunction with the 

next surveyor beyond him.

55. Overseer on return to complete Explorations. -

As he returns he will be in a position to complete the 

exploration of his section, the objects of which are 

Objects of Exploration -

!• To define roughly the line of telegraph in as

direct a course as possible..... The route selected 

is to be roughly marked by blazed trees, mounds and 

posts as often as may be necessary, and approximately 

laid down on map.

il. To examine what timber there is within reach of 

the line . . .

III. To look for the best crossing places of any creeks 

or ranges ana to select generally the best road by 

which to bring up his teams.

IV. To visit the waters along his route

V. io select tne best ca. iping places to which to 

move his party as the work progresses.

(b.A. archives 140/23).
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OVERLAND TELEGRAPH LINE.

Composition of Section C Party which left 

Adelaide, 5th September 1870, (vide s.A. Register).

Inspector

Sub/Inspector

J. Forster,

F. Allen,

H. Masters,

G. Langsford, 

id Hansen,

W. Boiji.ey,

M. illton,

G. talker,

J. Mascombe, 

A. Spiller,

Mr. Beckwith

t'.V/. bills (later in Acting 

Com., and)

A.G. Burt (later 2nd in command)

b. Prouse,

Isaac Guster,

J. Hyde,

W. ii'cNicol,

C. Gapper,

J. Anthoney,

H. Spafford,

P. nilan,

A. McKenzie.

Apart from Mill's two trips to the 

LacDonnell Ranges (8th February - 4 th March and 

7th March - 19th March 1871) the Party was wholly 

in the territory allotted to Section C (Latitude 

21° to Latitude 22°30*, approx north side of Waterhouse 

to Reynolds Ranges) under M.il.m from 19th March to 

25th November 1871. Approximately one half of the 

party renamed under G.R. Mc'Minn to complete 40 

miles of clearing and 80 ..dies of wiring.

wills Report to Todd (12th December 1072) 

contains a detailed description of the route of the 

Line and the names referred to by him are shown on the 

plan submitted with the Report and embodied in the 

Map issued by Todd dated 4th May 1874. Compare 

these names >.ith the names and initials of members 

of the Party.
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THE PEAKE

NOVEMBER 2«3THt ifi7n

APPIiNDIX D.

Sir,

(S.A. Archives 14.0/23) ■

; ,r. Beckwith being too unv/ell to proceed into 

the interior I have decided on sending him back to 

Pore Augusta in his Expre s wagon with Wesconibe as driver.

As hr. Beckwith is thus unfortunately unable to 

retain che command of his pvrty I have arranged for 

hr. Mcminn to take charge of two parties - his own and 

nr. Bedcwith s with you as second in command of the 

latter. You will therefore, consider yourself under 

hr. Ecliinn's orders, anu cany out the work or. Section 

C as he may direct.

Mr. uciiinn will have the management of the 

party until the southern half of the Section is 

completed, when the charge will be transferred to hr. 

woods who will have directions over the northern portion.

As this arrangement may involve additional 

responsibility I shall on my return to Adelaide 

recommend your having either an increase of salary, or 

a larger bonus, subject to the work being completed in 

a satisfactory manner.

You can go on with the Bullock teams as at 

present arranged, and hr. Burt, under hr. McL&nn will 

wring on the horse teams and the remainder of the p. .rty. 

hr. Burt under you as second, in the absence of Mr, 

mcMinn is to have general charge of the Stock when the 

party is together and when cn the worm.

I need not remind you how much in a work oi 

such magnitude and difficulty as that before you, 

success depends on the example and tact of the ofiicer 

immediately in charge of the men. I trust therefore 

you will do your utmost to complete the work 

satisfactorily by yielding a ready and cordial 

compliance with the instructions of your superior oi .nicer, 

aiding him at all times to tne best of your po er and

IvV:
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judgment. Under this arrangement Mr. Mcl.iinn and 

hr. i'.oocis during the const ruction of the portions 

of the Section respectively entrusted to them, ■..ill 

have the sauc power of suspending or dismissing any 

of the party as was possessed by dir. Beckwith.

I may add that only tr:C horses will he sent 

with the Express w,gon (c) to Port Augusta, which viii 

he brought back by the three horses non at kclrose 

in addition to the two sent down.



(S.A. Archives 140/47). APPENDIX E.

Adelaide, 

December 12/72.

G. Todd Esq., GHG, 

bupt of Telegraphs,

1 have the honour to make a general report of 

Scctio G, Overland Telegraph situated between lat 24 

& 22.30S The drays were detained for several

wee a a in the heart of the sand hills at the junction 

01 .Lie Hugh u & iin> 0, whilst we searched for a pass 

through ire ..‘.r.cDonnell range, for which purpose we 

started wich light parties on Feoruary 8th 1871 4 arrived 

in the range on the 18th having been delayed by making 

detours to the eastward, in hopes of finding water on 

a more direct route than following The Hugh, but were 

unsuccessful, the heavy rains we encountered also 

greatly retarded our movements, once for 5 successive 

days we were unable to move, causing our rations to 

run out before we had accomplished our main object, en

forced us to return tc the drays, which we met on 

march 4th On 'the 7th I started again for the ranges, 

the drays in the meantime following The Hugh, on lixrch 

the til I again arrived in The EacDonnell ranges & was 

successful in finding a pass, about 30 miles East of 

Stuarts track, with numerous waterholes & springs, the 

principal of which is The Alice Spring, which I had ike 

honor of naming after Mrs. Todd, before returning to 

the drays I pushed across the mulga plains 11 on the north 

side of The MacDonneil range" tc The Strangways range 

"the plains I have named The Everard plains in honor of 

¥m. Everard Esq J.P. of Ashford* from The Strangways 

range found three (3)creeks running west emptying 

themselves on Everard's plains, paitial.y removing the 

great difficulty we anticipated from went of water in 

crossing these plains; returned and met drays on March 

19th on North side of 'Waterhouse range, this being the 

starting point of my section, set men to work cutting 

poles, 4c. 4 started survey of line, which I will

describe in detail, .......
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0 0 0 9*0 .In a large hole at foot of conical 'hill North 

side of ..aterhouse range water may be obtained in the 

driest seasons by scratching, on The Hugh "at a place 

known as Miner's camp," about 1 mile south of its 

junction with The Jay, water is I believe permanent; 

water Is tc be obtained in good seasons in The Jay 

where it comes out of the ranges.

At the xenth mi..e the line enters The McDonnell 

range k although the ranges are only from 16 to 16 miles 

through from bouth to North I was not able to get the 

line through und-r 39 miles, this was partly owing to the 

line having to be kept so far to the best entering the 

ranges at a point north of which they are perfectly 

impracticable for drays; the southern half of the ranges 

consists of five valleys divided by high abrupt ridges, 

running East & west over which a man can scarcely climb, 

there are gaps between those ridges, through which drays 

can travel, but they rarely occur at less than 7 or 8 

miles apart. The northern half of the ranges forms the 

head of the watershed to the South, " of the Hugh The 

Todd The Jay The Roe & all the minor tributaries that 

join these creeps & finally empty into Lake Lyre'", 

it consists of one continuous jumble of rough rugged 

hills, covered with huge granite boulders; unbroken 

precipitous ridges continue for miles without a break 

through the jumble, rendering the country perfectly 

impracticable for drays from Brinkley's Bluff to where

xne „ine passes through the ranges; the ranges are

composed of granite of every description, sandstone, 

limestone, quarts & marble in places.

Mulga scrub is found ail over the ranges very 

dense in places, there are a few fine trees some of them 

large enough for poles, there is also a dwarf palm, which 

never attains a greater height than 10 foot Red gum trees 

line the creeks, the timber of which is hard and durable, 

most of the large trees are hoixow, but sound trees large 

enough for poles may be obtained in most of the Creeks.
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8 w

of 1

Water abounding iii every direction in favourable seasons 

it may be obtained oy scratching in the bed of the Laura 

at Emm's Gap also at Temple bar; at Bimson's Gap 3 miles 

north of Temple Bar there is a permanent supply oi rater 

for any number of stock & also at the folioring springs 

3 Alice Bp There a station is now built; The Emily Sp 

miles East of Heavitree cap; Moysey's Sp. 6 miles North 

.'he Alice <1 other waters in every direction that I 

had not time to fix the position of. The ranges are 

splendidly grassed in every direction, the grass is 

mostly from 6 to b inches high, on which sheep & cattle 

thrive well.

On leaving The MacDonnell range the line runs 

on The Lvorard plains for 70 miles to the foot of The 

Reynolds range, these plains are bounded on the east by 

The Strangways range for about 30 miles where they run 

to the east & north east to an undefined distance, they 

are principally covered with dense mulga scrub through 

which horsemen with difficulty mane them way, the soil 

is a stiff red loam except on open patches which consist 

of sand and spinifex, the scrub country being all veil 

grassed; there are throe creeks that rise in The 

Strangways range and empty themselves on these plains; 

the first of these whore the line crosses form two ill 

defined watercourses a mile apart, "6 miles north of 

The MacDonnell ranges”, they maintain a nearly parallel 

course, the flat between them G for half a mile on either 

side is flooded during the v/et season,

........From The Burt to The Native bell '‘Harm’s range"

a distance of 34 miles, there is no water & it is 

doubtful whether sinking will obtain it. The Native 

"well is situated in a cap in Harm's range, . . . . . . . .
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